To Sleep, Perchance to Dream

RUTGERS SASHP NEWSLETTER

Wednesday, November 20, 2019

Dear SAS Honors Program Students,

Maybe it’s just me, but I have a lot of big projects and assignments due just before Thanksgiving break. Although I’m looking forward to having a long weekend to relax, this week has been pretty hectic. One of the first things I’ve sacrificed to fit in extra work time is sleep. And if the number of k-cups I’ve gone through this week is any indicator, it’s finally starting to catch up with me. I’ve learned that it’s important to maintain a healthy sleep schedule, even if it means making a few other small sacrifices like spending a little less time with my friends or doing my hobbies. Even though the break is on the horizon, it’s never too early to start taking care of yourself.

Here are some fun events coming up this week. Showcase your talents at the Artists Collective Coffeehouse. Check out the Climate Change Symposium to gain valuable insight into a current event. Apply now to be an Honors Ambassador. Juniors: get more information about your capstone at your class academic meeting. Join the Eagleton Institute of Politics for the workshop Where Science, Innovation, and Civic Engagement Meet. Meet other SASHP scientists at the Scientist Social with Dean Keeton. Get involved in the SASHP by applying for a spot on our SASHP Video Production Team. Interested in studying abroad? Apply for our newest spring 2020 Global Experience, An Amazonian Journey in Peru.

From all of us here at the SASHP, enjoy the day!

With warmest regards,
Julianna Rossano
Student Director of Honors Media
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RCSA
Are you a commuter? The Rutgers Commuter Student Association has your back! Check out rcsa.rutgers.edu for commuter resources, checklists, events, and more.
Artists Collective Coffeehouse
The Artist Collective is holding its third Coffeehouse of the semester. Come by and showcase your talents in a comfortable environment. Bring your friends and enjoy FREE Krispy pizza and snacks! **Nov 20, 7:30 - 9:30 PM at 35 College Ave Parlor (SASHP Main Office), College Ave Campus.**

Climate Symposium
Join Naomi Klein of Rutgers University as well as faculty from The University of Pennsylvania, New Jersey Institute of Technology, and more for the Rutgers Climate Symposium 2019 Science and Society: Perspectives On A Green New Deal. **Nov 20, 9 AM - 3 PM at the Livingston Student Center, Livingston Campus.**

Honors Ambassador
Would you like to be a SAS Honors Program Ambassador for Spring 2020? Student Ambassadors are an integral part of recruitment for the SAS Honors Program. Ambassadors are trained early in the Spring semester for participation in the SAS Honors Program Scholars Days serving as panelists and luncheon hosts. Visit [sashonors.rutgers.edu](http://sashonors.rutgers.edu) for more information and email Karen Nagy at [knagy@sas.rutgers.edu](mailto:knagy@sas.rutgers.edu) with questions. **Click here** for the link to apply by Dec 13 at 5 PM.
Junior Academic Meeting

Juniors: Got questions about the Honors capstone requirement? Want to check in with an advising dean about your plans? Want some Honors swag? The JAM is one of the best ways for juniors to learn about the many ways they can complete their capstone in the SASHP and to learn from current seniors who are right in the middle of researching an honors thesis or other capstone project. **Nov 22, 1:15 - 2:45 PM in Tillet Hall Rm 242, Livingston Campus.**

Where Science, Innovation, and Civic Engagement Meet

The Eagleton Institute of Politics will be hosting the workshop Where Science, Innovation, and Civic Engagement Meet. Join Beth Noveck, Ph.D., NJ's first chief innovation officer, to learn about her role and how scientists, crowdsourcing, and open government can help solve public problems. Visit [eagleton.rutgers.edu/events](http://eagleton.rutgers.edu/events) for more information and to RSVP. **Nov 22, 11 AM at Eagleton Institute of Politics, Douglass Campus.**

Scientist Social with Dean Keeton

Meet other SASHP students interested in studying physical and life sciences while learning about careers and opportunities from RU faculty. Chat with Dean Keeton and make some new honors friends. *Pizza will be served!* **Nov 20, 12 PM at 35 College Ave Parlor (SASHP Main Office), College Ave Campus.**
SASHP Video Production Team

Calling all photographers, videographers, graphic designers, video editors, and more! The SASHP Media Team is expanding and we would love for YOU to be a part of it! Members of the SASHP Media Production Team will be working alongside the Director of Creative Digital Content to create original video content for the education and entertainment of SAS Honors Program students. Click here for more information and to apply (deadline Nov 20).

An Amazonian Journey in Peru

Interested in traveling abroad? Take a three-credit Interdisciplinary Honors Seminar in spring 2020 and add 1-credit study abroad to experience an Amazonian journey in Peru! Focusing on a combination of Latin American films and fiction in translation from Spanish, and texts or films originally written in English, this seminar will explore the variations to the basic narrative outlined above in the past century, as you prepare for your own journey to the Amazon. *Trip features camping in the rainforest and daily travel to sites.* Visit sashonors.rutgers.edu for more information.

For a full list of opportunities, click here.
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